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1, Rutland Terrace
BAKEWELL, DE45 1BZ

• An exceptional four bedroomed Grade II listed
Georgian townhouse

• Conveniently located • Accommodation arranged over three floors

• Wealth of original period features • Layout provides flexibility • Kitchen offers ample space for family dining

• The master bedroom has fitted wardrobes with lovely
views across Bakewell.

• Principle guest bedroom has fitted wardrobes and an
en-suite shower room

• The garden features a summerhouse/home office with
full electricity

An exceptional four bedroomed Grade II listed Georgian
townhouse, conveniently located in the heart of Bakewell,
benefitting from charming rear garden and exceptional views. 
Occupying a prominent position within easy reach of
Bakewell’s excellent amenities, this lovely family home has
accommodation arranged over three floors with wealth of
original period features. The internal layout provides flexibility
unusual in period properties and feels contemporary, whilst
being faithful to the structure and fabric of the building.

An original front door with fan light over opens to an entrance
hall with stairs to the first floor and panelled doors to ground
floor accommodation. 
To the right, the drawing room enjoys a front facing aspect with
oak floor boards, working shutters and cast-iron fire set into
Adam style surround. An opening leads to a breakfast kitchen
with a large stone fireplace and French windows open to an
attractive lower courtyard. 

The kitchen offers ample space for a family dining table and
chairs and the kitchen peninsula unit is perfectly suited for family
life. The kitchen features a range of “pippy oak” units with
wood and granite work surfaces incorporating a twin stainless
steel sink unit, a Smeg double oven with six burner gas hob and
extractor over, integrated fridge and dishwasher. A spacious
pantry provides further storage space. 
A door from the kitchen leads to a rear lobby off which is a
cloakroom/utility room with WC and plumbing for a
washer/dryer.

To the left of the entrance hall the dining room is currently used
as a playroom/reception and has working shutters and a period
fireplace with working grate. 
Stairs rise to the first-floor landing with front facing sash window
and period panelled doors to all rooms. 



The master bedroom has fitted wardrobes with
lovely views across Bakewell. A door to a lobby
area with airing cupboard leads to the family
bathroom with suite comprising bath with shower
over, WC and hand wash basin with large mirror
over. The lobby also leads to a spacious
office/sitting room which could be put to a variety
of uses with double doors onto a rear terrace.
There is a further double bedroom with marble
fireplace.

At second floor, the principle guest bedroom has
fitted wardrobes and an en-suite shower room
with shower cubicle, WC and hand wash basin.
There is a further double bedroom. The second floor
enjoys lovely views across Bakewell to the golf
course.

Outside
In traditional Georgian style the house is raised up
from street level with a small flight of stone steps
leading to the front door. Fronting the property is a
Georgian style forecourt garden with rosemary
box and lavender beds. 
To the rear of the property is a lower courtyard
patio accessed from the breakfast kitchen. This
lovely area is laid with red brick in a herringbone
design and includes a water feature and old
Yorkshire range. Steps lead up to a raised terrace
with view of Bakewell Church Spire. This area is
also accessed from the office/ sitting room and
ideal for sitting out during afternoon sun.
The main garden is laid to lawn with tall stone
walls and beech hedges which provide excellent
privacy. The garden features a
summerhouse/home office with full electricity and
potting shed.









Whilst every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the floorplan this plan is for reference only to location of rooms and property layout for detailed measurements please refer to the
brochure or advice from the marketing Agent. UK Energy Assessors Ltd accept no responsibility for measurements and Gross areas of a property they have not visited. Plan produced using PlanUp.



All rooms have been measured with electronic laser and are approximate measurements only. None of the services to the above property have been tested by ourselves, and we cannot guarantee that the installations described in the details are in perfect working order. Eadon Lockwood &
Riddle for themselves, and for the vendors or lessors, produce these brochures in good faith, and are a guideline only. They do not constitute any part of a contract and are correct to the best of our knowledge at the time of going to press.


